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New Features

- Grade-based Advisor Alerts
- Filter based on Student Sets
  - Course Recommendation: Only recommend courses to students that contain the matching student set so undergrads can be directed to only undergrad courses.
  - Calendar: If a certain school follows a different calendar than the rest of the school, they can now see their corresponding dates
- Sorting for Programs
- Dynamic Templates
- Audit Features
  - Re-using Shared Requirement: Admins can now add same shared requirements multiple times in the same audit. This is perfect in situations where there is a “defined bucket of courses” that multiple categories use.
  - Copying Shared Requirement: Allowing copying requirements from one shared requirement to another. This is useful in times when users create a new “version” of a shared requirement.
  - Apply Newer Audit: Stellic auto-apply audits to all eligible students when a new version is available.

Fixed Issues

- Alphabetical sorting was only sorting based on the first letter.
- Issues with adding unofficial advisors in Safari browser.
- Program QPA now takes failed core courses into account.
- Excluded students now only shows the students that are explicitly excluded either using another audit criteria with a specific student defined or the admin changed the student audit.
- CGPA was occasionally calculated using an outdated cache.
- Student level in pdf was not matching the one shown in the profile. We now use student-level given from the data feed.

Visit www.stellic.com for more information about the Stellic planning and advising platform.